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»Only a good year after the launch, 81 sites around the 
world are connected electronically with at least one 
business process. With 235 standard mappings 34,000 
messages a week are exchanged with external and 17,000 
with in-house systems. We have established a control 
center to ensure the wide-ranging communications flow 
with customers, authorities, suppliers and others and to 

help ensure that our customers’ goods are shipped swiftly and safely. In the 
next expansion stage existing E-Commerce platforms are to be integrated.«

For OPDR, international container handling from the place of origin to the destination 
via different terminals and depots is all in a day’s work – but it is often highly 
complex work. Up to 11 types of electronic message accompany goods by land and 
sea, so the requirements of a central integration platform were correspondingly 
exacting. Taking a best of breed approach, OPDR was looking for standard software 
that was both leading technology and easy to connect to databases and existing in-
house systems. All external industry standards and communication channels were 
to be available out of the box in order to minimize project risks. 
On-premise management was a must; other deciding factors were central 
management of all processes, including reporting, and automated error management. 
The provider was also to supply tools and methods for individual process design to 
enable OPDR to go it alone as soon as possible. 
The choice was as straightforward as the requirements were exacting. In 2015, 
OPDR opted for SEEBURGER’s B2B-StandardSolution Logistics. Today the complexity 
and process variation, and with them the operational expenditure, have been 
minimalized sustainably.

About OPDR

For over 130 years, OPDR (Oldenburg-
Portugiesische Dampfschiffs-Rhederei) 
has stood for customized multimodal 
logistics concepts on fixed routes 
between Northern Europe, Spain, 
Portugal, the Canaries and Madeira, 
the Baltic, and North and West Africa. 
It provides full-solution logistics with 
maximum reliability and quality for 
nearly all kinds of cargo – from fresh 
fruit and vegetables via chemicals, 
machinery, textiles, and construction 
materials to automobile parts. A high-
powered agency network in over 
25 European and African countries 
provides access to the shipping and 
rail fleets. Since 2015, OPDR has been 
a member of the CMA CGM Group, the 
world’s third-largest shipping group 
with around 29,000 employees. 
www.opdr.com
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SEEBURGER B2B-StandardSolution Logistics

Less complexity and operative expenditure 
on container management

Hendrik E. Eichentopf, Director Processes & Systems bei OPDR


